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Abstract: Alaska's Aretie communities have adynamie mixed economy that is central to understanding food secutity
and sustainable development. In this economy,cash and country food production are mutually supportive. Country
foods are vital to nuttitionaJ, economic, and cultural development in Alaska's Aboriginal communities. Research in
northem Alaska shows that they are widely obtained, consumed, and shared within families and communities. At the
same rime, imported foods offer a wide array of nutritional choices. However, they are often expensive, their.
availability can be uncertain, and their quality can vary gready. This paper describes Alaska's northemmost regions and
discusses this mixed economy as it relates to food secutity and safety, Ir higblights five major issues affecting food
security in northem Alaska: subsistence conflicts, eontaminants in country foods, global climate change, industrial
development and habitat degradation, and animal rights activism. It also points to additional research n<~eds important
to urtderstanding Alaska's food security in a circumpolar context.
.'

foods-ranging from basics like rice, eggs, and sugarto
soda pop and candy--offer a wide array of choices in
contemporary Inupiat diets. However, imported foods
in the region are expensive, their availability is often
uncertain, and thelr quality canvary gready. While
desired for the dietary variety they bring, imported
foods can also have detrimental effects on the health of
AriOtiC iesidents.
This mixed subsistence-cash economy is of central
importance to understanding food security and
sustainable development in Alaska. In this paper, l offer
a preliminary assessment of food security in Alaska's
Arctic communities over rime, including both formal
and non-forroal sectors. In doing so, l draw heavily
upon my own research, that of the Division of
Subsistence, Alaska Department of Fish and Game,and
state and federal sources. l also higblight sorne issues
affecting food security in the region, pointing to
additional research needs as a contribution to broader
comparative study.
The data presented here underscore the fact that
the Arctic region's mixed .economy is dynamic and
subject to rapid change. Our understanding of this
economy must be historically and culturally inforroed.
Current transportation andsupply "Systems are based on
economic assumptions and subsidies that may weil
change over rime. Where ';me community may have
extraordinary access -ta a particular resource for a
rime-.-wage jobs in the oi! industry, for example----other
nèarby communities may have very limited access to this

1. INTRODUCTION
Alaska's Arctic communities have adynamie mixed
economy that is "entral ta understanding food security
and sustainable development (Wolfe etaI. 1984, Wolfe &
Walker 1987). In thiseconomy, cash and country food
production are mutually supportive. Incomes from wage
employment and government transfers enable
households to obtain valued countryfoods likes whales,
seals, caribou, and fish. Both country foods and
imported foodstuffs contribute flexibly toward meeting
. nutritionaJ, social, economic, and cultural needs. Cash
enables household members to purehase boats,
outboard motors, rifles, and fishnets. With these, the
region's Inupiat people are able to procure and consume
large amounts of country foods; far more on average
than are residents of urban Alaska. They use a wide
artay of wild resources, working together flexibly to
procure, process, atld sharecountry foods,. These
practices are based .on traditional systems of land use
and occupancy, and they invoke a complex and dynamic
system of indigenous knowledge, beliefs, and values.
In a rapiclly changing world, Inupiat people of
Aretic Alaska continue to value country foods as central
to their culture and identity. In the words of an Inupiat
eider from Kotzebue, "The land means everything to us,
it brings us food, it provides for our clothing, it provides
for our lodging, it brings us watet; it means everything
ta us" '(Berger 1985). At the same rime, imported
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same

resource.

Moreover, availability of caribou,

salmon, or other resources ean change dramatieally due
to eeologieal or other factors.
Issues of food seeurity in the Aretie must also be
placed in a global eontext (Nuttall 1998). Decisions
about food seeurity issues in Alaska-including
subsistenee tights, oil and gas development,animal
rights aetivism, Aretie pollutants, and responses to
global ehange---ate typieally made not in Barrow or
Kotzebue but in distant centers likeLondon, New York,
and Moseow. While Aretie residents ate inereasingly
successful in securing political self-determination, we

know that food security is increasingly affeeted by a
global economy that is itself dynamie and filled with
contradictions.
Finally, understanding these local and global
dynamies . requites documentation of indigenous
knowledge about food systems, and how Alaska Native
peoplesthemselves· perceive socioeconomic, cultural,
and eeological change relaring to food security (see
, Brooke1993)~For Aretie residents, these issues are not
merely of aeademie interest; they ate central to their
eeonomie and cultural survival. .
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2. ALASKA'S ARCTIC REGION
Alaska is America's largest state--compri~ing sorne 150
million hectares-and is home to about 621,000 people.
lndigenous Alaskans-Inupiat, Yup'ik, Alutüq, Aleut,
Athabascan, Tlingit, Haida, and Tsimshian-make up
only about 16 percent of the total population.
Surprisingly, Alaska is arather urbanized state. Over half
of the state's population (sorne 308,000 people) lives in
Anchorage and the nearby Matanuska-Susitna Valley.
Only about 20 percent of Alaska's population--orsome
125,000 people-live in rural areas (Fig. 1). These
people live in about 225 <:ommunities, most of which
have fewer than 500 people and are not connected by
road. About half of this rutal population is made up of
indigenous Alaskans.

Southwest-Aleutians
.3%

Alaska's lnupiat homeland can be divided broadIy
into three major areas: the North Slope Borough (NSB),
the Northwest Arctic Borough (NWAB), and the
Seward Peninsula/Bering Straits region referred to here
as the "Nome Census Area" (NCA). This paper focuses
on food security issues and data from these three areas.
The combined population in this region is about 24,000
people, about 80 percent of who are lnupiat. They share
a common language and a rich cultural· history. The
climate of the region includes both maritime and arctic
conditions and is influenced profou';dIy by the Bering,
Chukchi, and Beaufort seas. Temperatures range from
10-15 oC in summer to -20°C or more in winter. The
physical lands cape is dominated largely by treeless
tundra but includes mountains reaching over 2700
meters.
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Figure 1: Alaska's population l;y area, 1995 (Rural areas sbown in black)
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Table 1 provides an overview of socioeeonomie
eharaeteristies of Alaska's Aretie region. In general, it is
a vast,remote, and sparseJy populated region where
year-round aeeess is primariJy by air. There are no roads
conneeting rural eommunities with the. rest of the state.
The region's. population is young (median age io the
20s), with a large sehool-1lged population. Not
surprisiogly, households tend to be large (3.7S persans
per household io the Northwest Arctic Borough)
compared to the rest of Alaska (at 2.7).
Wage employment opportunities vary gteady
witbio the region, but io general they are limited and
seasonal. With the exception of the North Slope
Borough, unemployment is lùgh compared with Alaska
as a whole. Per capita iocome (1997) io mueh of the
region falls beJow the average for Alaska ($24,969). The
notable exception is on the North Slope, where wages
and tax revenues from the oi! iodustry at Prudhoe Bay
contribute to gteater job opportunities and wealth.
Government transfers are also important in
household ioeomes in Arctie Alaska. 10 .one region of
western Alaska, these transfers are estimated to be
nearly 50% of toral per eapita iocome (Alaska Economic
Trends 1999). Eleven percent of this came from one
transfer received by ail Alaskans: the Alaska Permanent
Fund Dividend (PFD), paid from the state's oi! royalties

and other iocome. 10 1998 the PFn amountéd to
$1,540.88 for each Alaskan. PFD income is partieularly .
important for larger rural houséholdsthat have limited
access to wage employment.
Hub eommunities of Nome (population 3,706),.
Kotzebue (population 2,964), and Batrow (population
4,397) io Aretie Alaska are the locus of many wagejobs
and are regional service eenters for health services, retai!
stores, govemment agencies, and transportation. They
ail have regular service from scheduled jet aireraft and
reccive slùpments of goods and equipment by barge
during summer months.

,

2.1 Nome Census Area
Ifiupiat people have inhabited the Nome/Bering Straits
for ar least four thousand years. For food they relied
heavily on· mariae mammals like seals, walrus, and
whales. The discovery of gold near present-day Nome io
1898-99 brought a huge influx of EuroAmericans to the
région. With them came diseases and social disruption
on a massive scale. While the population of stampeders
quiekly waned, the newly founded' town of Nome
continued to serve as a -hub for ,mining, commerce, and
trade.
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Figure 2. Nome census area employmen~ 1997.
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Nome continues to be a hub community roday,
serving the seventeen inhabited communities of the
Norton Sound/Bering Straits 'region as a focal pointfor
employment, goods, and services. It has over 1,400
wage and salaty jobs, nearly 40 percent of all in the
region (Kawerak, Inc. 1999). A large proportion is with
the Norton Sound Health Corporation, which provides
health care to the region (with 400 employees). Other
major employers are the Bering Straits School District,
Kawerak, Inc. (the regional Native non-profit
organisation), and Nome Public School District. Nome
also has a bustling visitor industry, centred on the
world-farnous lditarod Trail Sied Dog Race. Visitors
also come in summer to enjoy the region's colourful
history, to watch birds and other wildIife, and to learn
about Inupiat culture.
Under the Alaska Native C/aims Seff/ementAct
(ANCSA) of 1971, Inupiat people becarne shareholders
in Bering Straits Native Corporation (BSNq. As a
vehide for the land daims settlement, BSNC has
mvested in real 'estate, a car rental'agency, a construction
firm, and other businesses. In 1997 it had 6,190
shareholders and earned revenues of $6.7 million
(Anonymous 1998). Kawerak Inc., the regional nonprofit Native organisation, provides educational,
cultural, and social services to indigenous residents.
Table 2 shows employment patterns in the Nome
Census Area from 1990-1997 (Alaska Departrnent of
Labor 1999a). Government sector jobs dominate the
employment picture, making up nearly 40percent of the
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total (Fig. 2). The serviee sector provides 28% of ail
private sector jobs, 12% carne from ttade, and only
2.1 % from mining. Overall, job opportunities in the
region outside of Nome are extremely limited. As a
result, many families rely on subsistence hunting and
fishing for food, and depend on government transfers
such as unemployment and welfare benefits, the Alaska
Permanent Fund dividend, and other public assistance
.prograrns. The region has a high poverty rate. In 1993,
approxirnately 25% of all families lived below the
poverty line; a figrue approximately 14% higher than the
Alaska average (Kawerak, Inc. 1999).
Commercial fishing for hetring, salmon, halibut,
and crab in Norton Sound provide employment for
sorne 200 people in summer months. In addition,'
creation of the Community Development Quota (CDQ)
prograrn in 1992 opened up opportunities for Nome
area communities ta receive allocations of bottomfish
from the Bering Sea. These communities created the
Norton Sound Economic Development Corporation
(NSEDq, which is using capitalgenerated by the CDQ
prograrn to modernise and diversify regional fisheries,
build additional infrastructure, promote education, and
patticipate direcdy in Bering Sea fisheties (Norton
Sound Economie Development Association 1999).
Future economic hopes for the Nome Census Area
region are focused largely on expanding toutism and
fisheries. The priee of gold currendy is low, making it
unlikely that mining activity will. increase in the near
future.
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2.2 Northwest Arctic Borough
The Northwest Arctie Borough (NWAB) has a
population of 6,844 people living in' 11 remote
communities. Nearly 87% of the population is Inupiat.
lnupiat people have inhabited the area for at least
several thousand years, depending largely upon marine
mammals, fish, and caribou. Today,the largest
community is Kotzebue, the regional hub, located on a
peninsula on the Chukchi Sea. Ir has a population of
2,9~:4, a majority of whom are lnupiat. Kotzebue is
home ro a number of regional institutions, including the
NANA Regional Corporation, Maniilaq (the regional
non-profit organisation), the Northwest Arctic Borough
School District, and the Northwest Arctic Borough
offices.
Outside of Kotzebue, the other communities in the
. region range in size from nearly 600 (N oorvik) to as few
. as 100 (Kobuk). There are no roads connecting
communities to each other or to other regions of the
state. Year-round travel between communities is largely
by air or by snowmachine in winter. Boats travel the

Noatak, Kobuk, Selawik, and Buckland rivers ID
summer months, cartying freight, fuel, and people.
Like the Nome Ceusus Area, the NWAB has a very
young population with large household sizes (Alaska
Department of Labor 1998a). The median age of the
population is 23 years, nearly 10 years less than the
average statewide median of 32.2 yeats. The average
household size is 3.75 compared with the statewide
average of 2.7. Over 32 percent of the population are
school-aged, comparedwith 23 petcent statewide.
Table 3 shows the types of wage employment
available in the NWAB area (Alaska Department of
Labor 1999c). Public sector jobs make up nearly onethird of ail employment (Fig. 3). The Iargest employers
are the Northwest Arctic Borough School District, the
City of Kotzebue, and the federal and state'
governments.Recent research shows that personal
income in the region is dominated by public sector
funds, up to nearly 70 percent ofincome came from
federal, state, local, and tribal government payrolls and
transfer payments (Alaska Department of Labor 1995>b).
Unemployment remains high, normally at twice the state
average.
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Figure J. Northwest Arctie borough area emplqyment, 1997.
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Moreover, employment figures indicate that there

benefits, NANA views the operation as a means of
providing shareholders with stable, year-round jobs with
high salaries. The two-week-on, one-week-off schedule
for mûst mine employees enables village residents to
participate both in wage employment and in subsistenee
activities during time off. Overall, NANA estimates that
its activities provide up to one job in five and 10% of al!
personal incorne in the NWAB through mining, hote!,
and other businesses.
Subsistenee hunting and fishing rernain important
elements in the way of life of NWAB residents. This is
especial!y true in the Borough's smaller communities, .
where the talting o( catibou, seals, salmon, rnoose, and
other species is an important element in local diets.
Reindeer herding, which for many years was part cif the
region's economy, has declined in significanee. Today
ouly one herder still has reindeer in the region. Meat
from this herd can be purchased locally in Nome,

is a very large number of "discouraged'" workers in the

NWAB, particularly in the smaller comrnunities.
The NANA Corporation, created under ANCSA in
1971, is a rnajoreconomic foree in the region. It has
10,000 shareholders, and eamed total revenues of $60
million in 1997 (Anonymous 1998). Through its
investments, it seeks to overcome these econom1c
difficulties by creating new jobs for shareholders.
Foremost among its investments is the Red Dog Mine,
which is located 90 miles north of Kotzebue. NANA
operates this world-dass zinc mine in a joint venture
arrangement with Cominco Alaska, a subsidiary of the
Canadian mùJ.tinational corporation. It is the world's
largest produeer of zinc concentrate. In 1997 and 1998,
NANA and Cominco invested an additional $85 million
to expand operations, increasing capacity of the
operation by 40%. The ore is extracted year-round and
shipped by ~ truck to a port near the community of
Kivalina on the Chukchi Sea. There it is stockpiled for
shipment by barge duting the brief summer season of

Kotzebue, and Barrow. However, increasing numbers of

animals have been lost to the Western Arctic Caribou
Herd, which has increased dramatically in numbers in
recent yeats. Moreover, markets for reindeer antler,
previously marketed tO Asia, have declined due to poor
economic conditions. Commercial fishing has never
been a major element in the NWAB economy, and
recent declines in fish stocks and priees have ouly made
conditions worse. The 1998 catch of chum salmon 'l'as
the lowest on record in both volume and value.

open watet.

Red Dog is the largest single employer in the
NWAB, with a payron totalling to nearly $26.4 million
(1997) (Alaska Department of Labor 1999b). Over 50
percent of mine employees and contractors are lnupiat.
In 1997, average wages for employees were over
$70,000 per year as compared to about $33,000 for the
rest of the borough. In addition to the mine's economic
81
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2.3 North Slope Borough
Alaska's North Slope Borough is the largest of thethree
areas in Alaska's Arctic-encompassing some 223,000
square kilometres. It is also one of Alaska's more
wealthy boroughs. The North Slope is home to sorne
7,400 people, about 56% of who are Inupiat. Inupiat
people have inhabited the NSB region for thousands of
years, relying on marine mammals, caribou, fish, and
other subsistence resources (Huntingron 1991). Of
particular . importance is the bowhead whale, which
Inupiat people have hunted in spring and fall as 1t
migrates in coastal waters. Bowhead whaling has long
been central to the Inupiat economy and diet (Kruse
1986). Even in a rapidly changing world, participation in
whaling is a vital part of North Slope Inupiat identity
and social organisation {Freeman et ai. 1998).
The largest community in the region is Barrow,
which has a population of 4,397 (1998 data). Barrow is
the economic hub for the North Slope Borough, and is
headquatters for the Arctic Slope Regional Corporation
(ASRq, the North Slope Borough School District, the
Inupiat Community of the Arctic Slope {the regional
tribal consortium), and state and federal agencles. The
six other communities in the region-Anaktuvuk Pass,
Atqasuk, Nuiqsut, Point Hope, Point Lay, and
Wainwright-rarige in size from about 200 (POillt Lay)
up to some 750 (point Hope) (Alaska Department of
Labor 1997):
,
Like the other areas of Alaska's Arctic, the NSB
has a low median age (n=27.0) compared to the rest of
Alaska (n=32.2) and a large population under the age of
18. (40%). However, it is also more diverse ethnically
than the other areas-particularly in Barrow, where 36%
of the population is non-indigenous. Demographic
changes and economic factors have led to an overall
decline of 258% in the proportion of indigenous people
in the NSB between 1990 and 1997 (Alaska Department
ofLabor 1997:94).
The major income producing activity on the North
Slope is oil and gas exploration and development.
British Petroleum/ARCO operations at PrudlIoe Bay
and sÛtrounding fields produce some 25% of the United
States' oil. Tax revenues from oil fields fund an
extensive array of borough jobs and services. The Arctic
Slope Regional Corporation (ASRC) is involved
extensively in oilfield support services, contracting and
construction, petroleum refining~ consulting services,
fuel and product distribution, hote! and toutism
services, and other enterprises. In 1997, it had toral
revenues of nearly $663 million, providing jobs to many
of irs 7,800 shareholders (Anonymous 1998).
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As in the other areas, employment in the NSB is
heavily based on govemment services {24%),
particularly with the North Slope Borough govemment
(Table 4--Alaska Department of Labor 1999d).
However, oil and gas-related employment (listed as
'mining' in census data) provides fully 44% of ail jobs in
the NSB, reflecting the extraordinary contribution of
this sectot to employment in the region (Fig. 4). These
economic opportunities help explain the NSB's low
unemployment rate which, at 5.1, is below that fot
Alaska as a whole.

3. COUNTRY FOOD AND FOOD
SECURITY IN ALASKA'S ARCTIC
Country foods (commouly called "subsistence" or
"Native" foods in Alaska) are a major part of the diets
of people living in Alaska's Arctic (Wolfe 1996).
Families consume bowhead whales, walrus, seals, fish,
berrks, waterfowl, caribou, moose, Aretie hares, and
many other species. As noted above, these foods are
important not only for theit nutritional qualities but also
for their connection to Inupiat identity and a treasured
way of life. Participation in the taking of wild foods in
Arctic Alaska and rural Alaska generally is quite high
.(Table 5). Sixty"three percent of ail Arctic households
take game resources (e.g., whales, caribou) and 78
percent take fish. Fully 92 percent consume .game and
96 percent consume fish (ibid). . .
.
Consumption of country foods 1S greater ln rural
Alaska than anywhere else in the United States. About
43.7 million pounds or nearly 20 million kilograms of
country foods are taken each year (Wolfe 1996:1). This
amotints to a per capita consumption of 375 pounds or
169 kilograms at1nually or just over one pound a day. In
comparison, the average American uses about 222
pounds (about 100 kilos) ofstore-bought meat, fish, and
poultry annually (out of a total of sorne 1,370 pounds of
food). Thus, the average rural Alaskan uses more wild
meat and fish than the average American uses storebought meats and fish.
.
The use of country foods in Arctic and rural Alaska
generally is far greater than that in Alaska's urban areas,
like Anchorage. Figure 5 reveals that people ill ArCtlc
Alaska take 516 pounds (232 kilos) per person per year
compared with only 19 pounds {8.5 kilos) in Anchorage
(ibid). Table 6 shows that the nutritional contribution ~f
these country foods to Arctic residenrs' 6verall protem
requttement is extraordinary; they provide 335% of daily
requttements. Moreover, they provide 48% of the
population's daily requirement for calories.

particularly as compared with Anchorage and other nonrural places.
Inupiat people eontinually speak of the importance
of country foods to kinship and social organisation:
"We, the Inupiat people, have always shared and divided
our food and that is our way of life. 1 do not want to
lose our culturallifestyle, because it is soprecious. Our
Inupiat !ifestyle from rime immemorial has been lltilised
and is still prevalent today. We have practised our
whaling traditions and we arestill using them today. The
whaling tradition is the most precious in my life" Berger
1985:51).
These relationships are expressed in the social
organization of production. Kinship is the primary' basis
for the domestic mode of production and disttibution,
which is so common in rural Alaska. Recent researeh
shows that in over 75% of cases where household
members worked with others, they did so with extended
family members related by kinship (Magdanz &
Utermole 1998:52).

Equally interesting is the eeonomie value of
eountry foods to the economies of rural Alaska. Table 6
also shows that the esrimatedreplacement cost of
country foods in Arctic Alaska at US$3 per pound is
over $31 million. The total value of such production for
ail of rural Alaska exceeds $131 million. Oearly, country
foods are an enormous conttibution to any notion of
sustainable development.
.
Table 7 shows the diversity of foods used· by
Inupiat people in Alaska's Arctic. The overall take in
Aretie communities on average is ,over 10 million
pounds (4.5 million kilos). The largest proportion of
these foods (42%) is marine mammals particularly
bowhead whale. The second largest (30%) is fish, while
the third, which includes caribou and moose, is 24%.
Figure 5 presents data about country food catches
as elevations by residency in Alaska. The important
thing about this inttiguing figure is the high levels of
harvest (shown in elevation) in Arctic Alaska,
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Figure 5. Wildfood haroesfs in Alaska /:Jy ana, 1990s (pounds perperson /:Jy ana) Source: Wolft, RJ. 1996
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Table 6. Selected Wild Food Harvests in Alaska. Nutritional Contributions

81,728

19

4,390,957

13%
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$13,172,872

$21,954,786

16
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$3,922,944

$6,538,240

**Annual wildfood haroests (lbs useable weight) in large urbanized areas based on mailedfish and game pennit retums, game ha11!est
ticket retums, and mailed angler surueys /Jy the Alaska Department ofFish and Came divisions of Wildlift Conseroation, Commercial
Fisheries Management and Developmen~ and Sport Fish, representing the early 1990s.
***Assumes on average 422 lbs ofwildfoods contains 44 grams ofprotein and 2.94 lbs ofwildfoods contains 2400 Kilocalories
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ticket retums, and maikd angler surorys f?y the A/askaDepartment ofFish and Came divisions ofWild1ife Conservation, Commercial
Fisheries Management andDeve/opmen~ and Sport Fish, representing the earIY 1990s.
Subsistence research in Alaska shows a surprising
degree of specialisation in procuring country foods
(Wolfe 1987). While consumption of these foods is
typically widespread within communities, often there are
certain particularly productive households in the
communiry that procure far more foods than they
themselves can consume. Research shows that these socalled 'super-households' typically make up about 30
percent of a communiry's households, and yet they not
uncommonly produce about 70 percent or more of the
community's country foods. The reasons for this may
weil have to do with their developmental cycle-they
often have more mature adults-and they typically have
more hunting and fishing equipment. The existence of
these super-households suggests that specialisation in
country food production may not be new, and that such
differences. may underlie differences in leadership, trade,
or ceremouial status among hunter-gatherers (ibid: 17).·
While country foods clearly play an important
economic, social, nutritional, and cultural raIe in
Alaska's Arctic, their continued use is under threat from
vatious quarters. Contaminants in wild foods, habitat

destruction, and animal rights activism outside of the
Arctic pose threats to continuation of subsistence
practices. l return to these important issues in the final
section of the paper, looking at issues affecting food
secutiry in Alaska.
.

4. THE FORMAI. SECTORAND
FOOD SECURITY
Imported foods are a major complement to country
foods in the mixed economy of Arctic Alaska. Because
few crops are grown ln Alaska' s Arctic (other than small
household gardens), nearly ail food products other than
country foods have to be imported from elsewhere.
Thus, Arctic commuuities are highly dependent upon
efficient and cost-effective procurement, transportation,
and distribution systems for obtaining foods necessary
for contemporary livelihoods.
Alaska's Inupiat communities are at the far end of
a supply line that stretches thousands of kiJometres
from food producing areas elsewhere in North Ametica
and beyond. This supply line can involve food
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producers, wholesalers, retailers, postal workers,
truekers, railroads, major aidines, small air taxis, oeeangoing co.ntainer ships, coastal barges, and local
distributors. Unfortunate!y, it is difficult ta gather
comprehensive data about these stakeholders in the·
formal sector. In sorne cases, the data do not exist, while
in others it is viewed as proprietary information by
private businesses. Thus, the preliminary data that
follow are limited. However, they he!p identify needs
and gaps for further .research.
Mostfoods imported ta ArC):ic Alaska reach their
desrination by air or by sea. Coas~ barges serve Nome,
Kotzebue, and Barrow during the brief summer openwater season. Much of their freight is petroleum
products (especially fuel oil), heavy equipment, and
durablegoods. However, somefoodsruffs are shipped
by barge. Of the three hub communities above, oruy
Nome has an official port listed in the federal Watemome.
Commerce Statistics darabase (United States Army Corps
of Engineers 1999). Port authority officials there report
that the community's port receives about 8,700 tons of
freight each year, but that it is difficult to disringnish
how much is foodsruffs (the amount is small compared
to the total) (Oty of Nome 1999). Three major barge
companies serve Alaska's Arette commuruttes:
N orthland Services, Alaska Marine Lines, and Bowhead
Transportation. Crowley Maritime Services provided
general cargo service until recently, but' reportedly now
oruy carties fuel.
Significant quantities of food are shipped to
communities in the region by air. Air freight service is
provided to the region by Alaska Airlines Get service),
Northem Air CargoGet and rurboprop), and others.
Local air taxis such as Cape Smythe Air, Bering Air, and
others carry goods to smaller communities from hub
communities. Typically, perishable food items are
shipped by air via large certificated air carriers like
Alaska Airlines. Local air taxi companies then trans-ship
them to smaller eommunities.
A large amount of foodsruffs is shipped via the
U.S. Postal Service (USPS). These goods are carried by
airlines under contract with the USPS, usually at a
subsidised rate. These subsidies are part of a .nationwide
program to de!ivery mail at uniform rates. Costs of
shipping in Alaska typically are higher than elsewhere in
.the US, ,requiring a subsidy to attain this goal. The USPS
also has a reqnirement that mailed goods be de!ivered at
a .set frequency, whicb means that de!iveries are often
made more frequently than normal air taxi market
conditions would dicrate.
Foodsruffs are shipped both byregular parce! post
and through a "bypass" mail delivery system. In the
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former, parce!s are routed through the normal mail
delivery system. Bypass mail means that goods do not
have ta be handled through postal facilities. Instead,
they can be de!ivered directly from air carrier to shipper
at the parcel post rate; It is commoruy used to ship
wholesalegroceries and consumer goods.
De!iveries to rural Alaska typically originate in
Anchorage or Fairbanks. Bypass mail is weighed by
USPS officials, shrink-wtapped on pallets or placed in
"igloo" .containers, and flown to huh eommunities hy
one of the major air carriers. Alaska Airlines, for
example, uses Boeing 737 aireraft with moveable
bulkheads to accommodate igloo containers, while
Northem Air Cargo can accommodate {Oargo on pallets.
From hub airports, bypass mail is sorted and transferred
to smallerair taxis for delivery to outlying communities.
Hub communities like Nome, Kotzebue, and
Barrow usually have several larger grocery stores and a
number of smaller convenience or speciality food stores.
The Alaska Commercial Company owns full-service
grocerystores in Kotzebue, Nome, and many other
rural Alaskan communities. Most small communities
have private!y owned or cooperative stores with more
limited goods.

5. ISSUES AFFECTING FOOD
SECUruTY IN ARCTIC ALASKA
S.1 Subsistence Conflicts
Of alI the issues affecring food security in Alaska, one of
the most important and politically volatile is the conflict
over a subsistence priority for rural Alaskans, and
particularly Alaska Natives (Caulfie!d 1992, Cultural
Survival Quarter!J 1998). Alaska's Inupiat and other
indigenous peoples have used country foods for their
livelihoods for generations. But colonisation by Russia
and later the United Srates brought a flood of new
immigrants who increasingly compete for these same
resources. As late as World War II, indigenous peoples
were a majority in Alaska, but today they make up oruy
16% of the total population.
Alaska's indigenous people view the raking of
country foods as a vital part of their economies and,
importantly, as a basic human right (ibid). But as the
state' s immigrant population expands, conflicts are
emerging hetween those who use fish and wildlife
resourees for 'sport' and those whose cultures and
livelihoods are built on ancient customs and traditions
in the Arrtic landscape.
ANCSA, enacted in 1971, exringnished aboriginal
rightsto hunting and fishing as part of a larger land

claims agreement (Case 1984, Alaska Natives
Commission 1994). However, the Alaska National Inferesf
Land.< Conset1Jation Act (ANlLCA) of 1980 provided a
priority for subsistence hunting and fishing by "rural
residents" of the state, aod enabled the State of Alaska
to maoage these activities uniformly throughout the
state consistent with this priority. However, in 1989 the
Alaska Supreme Court found. this priority to be
unconstitutional in state law, aod efforts to bring state
law ,into compliaoce with ANILCA have failed because
of political opposition from sorne quarters. As a result,
the US federal government is now stepping in to insure
that a rural priority for subsistenee is maintained on
federal public laods; about 60% of the state.
.
Today there are increasingly birter' conflicts
between those who support a rural subsistence priority
and those who believe that such a priority violates Ideals .
of "equality under the law" in American jnrisprudence.
One commentator, arguing. against a rural or Native
Alaskao preference,asserts that "almost everyone in
[Alaska) is becoming aware that the 'subsistence
preference' is a farce. That is, nearly no one in the state
could be considered a subsistence hunter if what is
meaot by that is a sole or primary reliance for one's
livelihood on the proceeds of the chase."
Not surprisingly, Alaska's indigenous people
disagree sharply with this.
'We the Native people'" states one elder, "... are
proud of one thing, that 1S our culture and our
Native way of life, to live off the land, because we
kn6w culture and our tradition and our way of life
cannot be bought, cannot .he talen away from us,
no matter what happens" (in Berger 1985:51).

A growing number of A1aska's indigenous peoples
fee! that the State's politicalleadership is turning its back
on their rights aod that new strategies must be employed
ta protectsubsistence. On May 5, 1999, three thousand
Native aod non-Native people rnarched through the
streets of Anchorage in support of subsistence. A recent
newspaper article by Tlingit leader Robert Loescher,
raises the possibility of using non,violent civil
disobedience as a tool in protecting food secnrity in
rural Alaska:

ta support Native people when they end up in the
hands of law enforeement officials." (Loescher,
.1998:21-22).
This type of rhetoric is not unknown in A1askao
politics. What is perhaps new is that the speaker is not a
marginalised member. of the body politic but the
president and chief executive officer of Sealaska
Corporation, one of the wealthiest aod most powerful
of the ANCSA regional corporations.

5.2 Arcrlc Contaminants
The traditional diet of Alaskan lnupiat people is richin
protein, vitamins, aod essential e!ements. They are
particularly weil suited to life in an Arctic climate.
Scientists believe that high consumption of fish aod
marine mammals by indigenous peoples may lower
incidences of heart disease. They also have less fat aod
carbohydrates thao do imported foods. Rich, fatry
imported foods cao conrtibute to poor health, includiug
greater risk of diabetes and cardiovascular disease
(Arctic Monitoring aod Assessrnent Programme 1997).
Scientists taday are increasingly concemed about
indusrtial contaminants entering into Arctic food chains.
Of greatest concern are persistent organic poilutants
(POPs), heavy metals, aod radionuclides. Indications are
that long-range transport aod biornagnification of sorne
of these in the Arctic conrtibute to contaminant levels
10 to 20 rimes higher in Arctic residents thao in those
liviug in temperate regions. Indigenous peoples
dependent upon large quaotities of country foods are
especially vulnerable.
Indications thus far are !hat contaminaot levels in
country foods in Arctic Alaska may be lower thao in
other more poiluted areas. Neverthe!ess, lnupiat people
and other A1askao indigenous peoples are quite
concemed about growing rates of cancer, diabetes, and
heart disease. The newly formed Alaska Native Science
Commission has undertaken preliminary work as a
meaos of understanding issues of contaminants in
country foods. As noted in the recent AMAP report on,
Aretie contaminants:
<CThe current levels of exposure to persistent
organie eontaminants in the Arerie are clearly of
eoncern, but it is still not clear what public health
measures should be taken. The dilemma is
especially diffieult in eommuniries where
traditional foods are vital to spiritual, cultural, and
physical well-being." (Ibid: 177)

'We don't know _how long our suhsistence will
continue under this cloud of uncertainty, and our
people are getting more impatient, 50 we as leaders
neecl ta be prepared for civil disobedience. The
best course of action is for us to continue to
represent ourselves before every governmental
body that we cano But we also neecl ta be prepared
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stress freshwater ecosystems, inhibit growth in marine
plants, and damagezooplankton and fish.

5.3 Global Climate Change
Global climate change and increased ultraviolet
radiation caused by ozone depletion may also be a
serious threat to food security in the Arctic. Many
scientists are convinced that these changes are linked to
greenhouse gas emissions and production of CFCs,
parricularly in industrializedcountries. The seriousness
of this problem is difficult to gange. The
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPcq
suggests that continued increases in global temperatures
at current rates could raise the average global air
temperature between 1 and 3.5·C by 2100. Significandy,
many studies suggest that the Arctic as a whole will
warm more than the global mean. This could mean that
impacts of climate change will be felt first and most
intensely by Aretic !esidents, reliant as they are on
renewable resources for their livelihoods.
While impacts of climate change on the Arctic are
difficult to predict, we can guess sorne of the likely
changes if significant warming occurs (see Weiler &
Anderson 1998). These include: melting of ice caps and
glaciers and an associated rise in sealevels; changes in
winds and water eutrents; disruption of permafrost due
to warmer temperatures; enhanced nutrient cycling due
to warmer soils; influxes of new plant and animal
species from the South; longer growiug seasons; and
possibly expanded fisheries.
Impacts of such changes on renewable resources
important ta Arctic residents may include both 'positive'
and 'negative' effects, depending on one's perspective.
Rising sea levels, increased coastal erosion, and more
s~vere storms may affect Aretie communiries located on
. coasdines. Changes in sea ice could alter migration
routes of animais like bowhead whales or harp seals and
affect the density of seals. Uns table sea ice could make
ice-edge hunting more difficult and dangerous.
Temperature and precipitation chauges could affect
migration patrerns of tetrestrial mammals like caribou
and alter breeding and molting areas for birds. Changes
in snow cover. could make accessing subsistence lise
areas more difficult by snowmachine or other vehicles.
These changes could also affect the growth and
distribution of plants essential for survival ·of caribou
and reindeer.
A thinning ozone layer raises .concem aboui plants
and animais (including humans) that could be damaged
by increased ultraviolet radiation. As with climate
change, the impacts of increased UV radiation are
unclear.. -Studies suggest, however, that increased
rndiation could favor certain plants over others and
could slow nutrient cycling. High UV levels could also

5.4 Industrial Development and Habitat
Degradation
Over-exploitàtion of marine mammals and other wildlife
species in Alaska the 18th and 19th centuries has given
way in the late 20th cenrnry to full-scale efforts to
develop the Arctic's minerai and energy resources.
Multinational or state-owned corporations, often with
support of national governments, seek to develop oil
and gas resources, mines for gold, diamonds, lead, zinc,
and other minerais, and hydroelectric dams generating
energy for consumers to the south. Along with these
activities ·comes development of infrastructure Ce.g.,
roads, pipelines, marine transportationsy.stems).
Extraction of oil on Alaska's North Slope and the
construction of the $9 billion ttanS-Alaska pipeline is a
well-known example of this development, In sorne
cases, such activities are undertaken with support of
indigenous peoples and their govemments; often they
are not. In recent decades, conillcts have developed
with increasing frequency between customary and
traditional use of renewable resources by indigenous
peoples and the activities of industries seeking to extract
non-renewable resources (Nuttall 1998).
Residents of Alaska's Arctic appear to have come
to terms with tradeoffs involved in industrial
development in their homeland, subject to careful
environmental controls. The loupiat-controlled Notth
Slope Borongh is a ardent supporter of expanded oil
and gas development in the region as a means of
providing jobs and income (K'ruse 1986). Sirnilarly, the
NANA Corporation's Red Dog Mine reflects a careful
calculus between risks of environmental contamination
and rewards of shareholder jobs. The one area where
Alaska's loupiat people have expressed strong concem
about oil and gas development is in off-shore areas,
. where risks of blowouts or spills are bigher and
possibilities of cleaning up a spill are low. Questions
about the benefits and costs of industrial development
will continue in Arctic Alaska in the years ahead, and
questions about such developments' potential impacts
on food security will also persist.

5.5 Animal Rights Activism and Food Security
A final issue affeeting food seeurity in the Alaskan
Aretie involves animal rights opposition to consumption
of marine mammals and to trade in wildlife products by
indigenous peoples(Nuttall 1998, Freeman et al. 1998).
Many animal rights organizations oppose whaling,
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possible to insure continuation of sustainable use of
these resources when tlùs use is under political attack?

sealing, and other harvests of country foods. The most
notable example of tlùs were efforts by Some groups to
ban the take of bowhead whales through the
International Whaling Commission in 1977.
However, Arctic Iiiupiat people believe that
renewable resources can _continue to be managed for
sustainable use and can provide an important
foundation for li mixed suhsistence-eash economy. Inuit
Circumpolar Conference (ICC) president Aqqaluk
Lynge (1997) argues that: the surest guarantee of longtenTI .environmental protection and sustainable
development in the Arctic is to have Inuit on the land
hunting, fishing, trapping, and gathering and acquiring
and passing down traditional ecological knowledge and
wisdom from one generation to the next. [But} staying
on the land is expensive, for now we use snowmobiles
and other modern technology. To continue to hunt,
. fish, and trap, we must seU our animal products in the
world market.
However, many animal rights orgauizations and
sorne governments oppose 8uch activities, even when
the best science available shows that catches are
sustainable. Increasingly, conflicts arise because of
etlùcal objections to the killing of wild animais for
human purposes. OfInuit demands that they be aIlowed
to continue traditional whaling, for example, two
Arnerican attorneys argue that the Inuit's claims are at
the expense of an overlooked voice-the anguished cryof the sentient inhabitants of the deep ... The whales
find their own sustenance in the oceans; by what right
do the Inuit expropriate the bodies of the whales to
serve as their food? (D'Arnato& Chopra 1991)
The most notable examples of trade barriers
. affecting Arctic economiesare the U.S. Marine Mammal
Protection Act (MMPA) of 1972 and the European Union's
Seal Skin Directive of 1983, which bans importation of
seal skins. The former bans hunting of marine mammals
in the Uuited States but provides an exemption for
indigenous peoples. However, it prohibits imports or
exports of marine mammal products; thereby precluding
opportunities for trade in. sealskins and other wildlife
products.
Indigenous peoples in Arctic Alaska object to these
trade batriers as a matter of equity and justice and as a
violation of internationallaw. Recent critiques of these
barriers focus on their inconsistency with provisions of
the General Agreement on Trade and Tariffi (GATI) and
provisions of the World Trade Organization (WTO).
There are indications that changes in policy, patticularly
in the EU, may be on the horizon (Lynge 1996).
However, conflicts over animal rights agendas in the
Aretic highlight differing perceptions and values: is it

. 6. CONCLUSION
Understanding food secutity in Alaska's Arctic requires
a cateful assessment of the mixed subsistence-cash
eeonomy iD. rural commuuities. It also requires a
multifaceted,
historically-informed
analysis
of
sociocultural, economic, and cultural changes underway
in. Alaska indigenous commuuities. .In patticnlar,.
attention must be paid to the knowledge, perceptions,
values, and concerns of Iiiupiat people themselves, who'
have the most direct stake in' issues of food secutity.
Research conducted' on country food production
and distribution in Alaska thus far has opened up new
insights to the multifaceted values of these foods. More
rese.arch needs to be done, particularly in light of new
proposais for indus trial development and other changes
in Alaska's Arctie. Data on subsistence production in
northern Alaska-patticularly by the Alaska Depattment
of Fish and Game, Division of Subsistence-provide
rieh insights to the siguificance of country foods over
rime. However, more up-to-date research is needed.
Moreover, comprehensive data about the formal' food
economy in Alaska-including types of products,
pnClng, transportation systems, and relevant laws,
policies, and instirutions-----Me often laclring, in part
because these data are considered proprietary.
Additional data-gathering and analysis in these areas will
be necessary before a more comprehensive comparison
of food secutity can be achieved with regions beyond
Alaska.
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